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Microgravity fluid physics is an important part of microgravity sciences, which consists of simple fluids
of many new systems, gas-liquid two-phase flow and heat transfer, and complex fluid mechanics. In
addition to the importance of itself in sciences and applications, microgravity fluid physics closely
relates to microgravity combustion, space biotechnology and space materials science, and promotes
the developments of interdisciplinary fields. Many space microgravity experiments have been performed on board the recoverable satellites and space ships of China and pushed the rapid development
of microgravity sciences in China. In the present paper, space experimental studies and the main results of the microgravity fluid science in China in the last 10 years or so are introduced briefly.

The technologies of rockets and satellites require the
study of the fluid management problem in the storage
tanks, and such problems of microgravity engineering in
the microgravity environment have been studied in China during the development of space technology[1]. Studies on microgravity sciences in China were started in
the late 1980s, when the scientists completed some
space experiments on board the Chinese recoverable
satellites by the promotion of the National HighTechnology Research Program of China. Main research
subjects were the scientific experiments of materials
science, in charged by the experts of the Institute of
Semiconductor of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS) and the Lanzhou Institute of Physics[2–4], and experiments of space biology, in charged by the experts of
life sciences in the CAS[5–7]. Some nice results were obtained, although resources of space experiments on
board the recoverable satellite were relatively limited in
the preliminary period.
Microgravity fluid physics is an import part of mi-

crogravity sciences, and requires relatively complicated
experimental facility in general, mostly the optical diagnostic instrumentations. Theoretical and experimental
studies of the microgravity fluid physics on the ground
were started relatively early in China[8]; the scientists of
China and Japan jointly completed the microgravity experiments of the thermocapillary convection in floating
half zone[9] and drop Marangoni migration[10] using the
JAMIC drop shift in Hokkaido and the MGLAB drop
shift in Toki respectively before the foundation of the
Beijing Drop Tower, and the experimental results were
nice. China’s first space experiment of fluid physics was
completed 10 years later after the initiation of one of the
materials science. The experiments of Marangoni
convection and thermocapillary convection in two immiscible liquid layers were performed on board the SJ-5
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scientific satellite in 1997. The flow pattern experiment
of liquid-gas two-phase flow during a long microgravity
period was firstly completed on board the MIR Space
Station of Russia in 1999. The experiment of drop Marangoni migration was done successfully on board the
space ship Shen Zhou (SZ-4) in 2004. The experiment of
bubbles migrations and interaction and the principle experiment of new type bio-reactor were fulfilled on board
a Chinese recoverable satellite in 2005. The un-recoverable capsule of SJ-8 scientific experimental satellite
was used as a payload entitled to perform 9 microgravity
experiments[11], of which 6 experiments were related to
microgravity fluid science. Good academic results were
obtained from these space experiments.

1 Experiments on Marangoni convection
and thermocapillary convection in two
immiscible liquid layers
The buoyancy convection is suspended, and the Marangoni convection (in which the applied temperature difference is perpendicular to the free surface) and the
thermocapillary convection driven by the non-uniformity of surface tension (in which the applied temperature difference or surface tension gradient introduced by
other sources is parallel to the free surface), become the
main natural convections in the microgravity environment[12]. Three typical configurations are used for the
research of the thermocapillary convection, that is, the
model of a floating half zone, the model of a co-axial
cylindrical vessel, and the liquid layer model in a rectangular cavity. Keeping a liquid layer in the microgravity environment is very difficult. The thermocapillary
convection in a liquid layer has not been successfully
completed[13]; the Marangoni convection in a single liquid layer is not arranged yet in space experiment. The
thermocapillary convection in three immiscible liquid
layers was studied to simulate the encapsulated floating
zone during crystal growth, and scientific results of
space experiments were obtained[14,15].
Numerical research was done before our space experiment[16], which was completed for the Marangoni convection (with applied temperature difference between
the upper and lower boundaries) and thermocapillary
convection (with applied temperature differences between the left and right boundaries) on board the SJ-5
un-recoverable satellite in 1997. The inner volumes of
the two experimental facilities were 48 mm×20 mm×32
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mm and 35 mm×20 mm× 32 mm respectively[17]. FC-70
and paraffin were adopted as the mediums of the two
liquid layers. The melting point of paraffin was adjusted
to be in liquid state during the experiment in space and
in solid state during and before the launch. Two liquid
layers were formed clearly after the paraffin was melted,
and the system of the two liquid layers was stable[18].
However, bubble appeared near the right side boundary
of the FC-70 liquid layer for the Maragoni convection
and near the cold boundary of paraffin liquid layer for
the thermocapillary convection when the paraffin was
melted. Flow fields of the two liquid layers with bubble
were calculated by the numerical simulation method as
shown in the right columns of Figures 1 and 2, and the
related experimental results obtained by PIV measurement were shown in the left columns of Figures 1 and 2
for comparison. The temperature difference was 23℃
between upper and lower boundaries for the Maragoni
convection with a bubble in the lower and lower corner,
and 41℃ between left and right boundaries for the
thermocapillary convection with a bubble in the upper
and left corner, and both results were comparable. Basic
features of the convections in two liquid layer systems
with bubbles were explained by the results of numerical
simulations[19].

Figure 1 Comparison of space experimental results (left) and
numerical simulation results (right) for Maragoni convection in two
liquid layer systems.

Figure 2 Comparison of space experimental results (left) and
numerical simulation results (right) for thermocapillary convection in
two liquid layer systems.

2 Experiments on two-phase gas-liquid
flow
There exists large difference between densities of two
phases in two-phase gas-liquid systems, resulting in
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Figure 3 Typical flow patterns in different gravity conditions
aboard the MIR space station.

REVIEW
Figure 4 Flow pattern map in the microgravity condition aboard
the MIR space station.

data with predictions of some commonly used models in
the literature, including Zhao and Hu[22], on flow pattern
transition in microgravity. Some data in partial gravity
conditions were also collected by rotating the experimental facility with constant speeds[23].
A series of experiments of flow patterns and pressure
drop of two-phase air-water flow through a square
channel were conducted both in normal and reduced
gravity aboard the Russian IL-76 reduced gravity aircraft in July 1999. The test channel had a square crosssection of 12 mm×12 mm and a length of 960 mm[24].
The influences of the gravity level and the crosssectional shape on flow pattern transition and pressure
drop were studied. It was found that gravity could affect
the characteristics of bubble and slug flows and the
transition condition between them, but could not affect
obviously the transition condition between slug and
annular flows. Based on the characteristic of bubble
flow in microgravity, Zhao et al.[25] proposed that the
friction factor and two-phase Reynolds number should
be defined by the liquid material properties and mixture
velocity of two-phase flow, and thus obtained a good
correlation for the data of pressure drop in microgravity
bubble flows. In the whole range of studied parameters,
there were obvious differences between the experimental data of two-phase pressure drop and the predictions
of the commonly used correlations in the literature.
Among them, Friedel model agreed with the experimental data quite well, and then could be used to estimate pressure drop in two-phase systems for space application[26].
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strong gravity influences on the flow, such as stratification due to buoyancy force, velocity slip between phases,
and so on. In a microgravity environment, these effects
can be weakened and even fully restrained, and thus the
flow structure in pipes or flow patterns will show some
simplification. The major flow patterns in microgravity
are reported as bubble, slug and annular flows[20]. There
are, however, some transitional regions due to the fact
that the classification of flow patterns mainly depends
on eyes, which is not objective but subjective. Then,
some transitional flows such as bubble-slug and slugannular flows are also reported in the literature. They
sometimes even appear as main flow patterns in flow
pattern map.
Collaborating with the researchers from the Keldysh
Research Center of Russia, we carried out the first experimental study on two-phase flow patterns in a long-term,
steady microgravity environment aboard the Russian
Space Station Mir in August 1999, which is the only
opportunity to have data from an experiment conducted
in a long-term microgravity experiment up to now. The
test tube had a length of 356 mm and a diameter of 10
mm[21]. Carbogal and air were used as the liquid and the
gas phase, respectively. Figure 3 shows some typical
flow patterns observed in partial and microgravity conditions aboard the Russian Space Station Mir, while
Figure 4 shows the comparisons of the experimental

3 Experiment of drop Marangoni migration
Dynamic study on the drop or bubble Marangoni migration in the microgravity condition is very important, not
only in theory but also in its strong background of applications. As a herald study on the phenomenon of drop
or bubble Marangoni migration, the YGB model predictably presented the linear theory with excluded nonlinear convection items[27]. After that, more attentions
have been paid to the study on nonlinear effects of drop
or bubble migration. Currently, there are two different
probabilities derived from the theories of drop migration
with strong nonlinear features. Our theoretical prediction
indicates that the scaled drop migration velocities
V/VYGB decrease with the increase of Marangoni number
(Ma)[28], whereas the theoretical result from Subramanian research group shows that V/VYGB decreases at first
in the smaller Ma region and then sharply increases with
the increasing Ma afterward[29]. Therefore, the investigations on the behaviors of drop migration at large Ma in
the microgravity condition provoke more attentions.
Based on the years of ground-based research of the
drop or bubble migration by means of matched-density
and the facility of drop shaft[30,31], the space experiment
of drop thermocapillary migration at large Ma was performed on board the space ship Shen Zhou (SZ-4) of
China in 2002[32]. The experimental apparatus consisted
of a test cell unit including drop injection system, optical
diagnostics and illumination system, a recorder for data
and video image recording, a controller unit and a power
supply, as shown in Figure 5. During the space experiment, we successfully achieved the measurements of
multi-parameters, data and image recording, experiment
controllability with program control, telemetry and telecontrol. Fluorinert liquid FC-75 and 5cst silicone oil
were adopted as the mediums for drop and matrix liquid
phases, respectively. Accurate volume of FC-75 liquid
was injected into the matrix liquid to form a preset drop
size with a special dual-pipe injection technique. The
migration behaviors of drops moving in matrix liquid
with a set of drop diameters under different temperature
gradients were observed and the migration properties
and nonlinear dynamic features were attained. The space
experimental results are shown in Figure 6, in which the
data from space shuttle experiments and theoretical predictions[29] are also plotted for comparison. The interference pattern of a moving drop in matrix liquid under
4038

imposed temperature gradient is given in Figure 7,
showing the drop’s migration wake and the temperature
distribution around. The experimental results indicate
that the drop size, the applied temperature gradient and
the interfacial tension temperature coefficient are three
significant parameters which dominate the migration
velocity and are in proportion to the migration velocity
in quantity. The velocity direction sensitively follows
that of the temperature gradient applied. Space experimental data shows a descending proclivity that the
scaled drop migration velocity V/VYGB dwindle with the

Figure 5

Space experiment apparatus.

Figure 6 Scaled velocity plotted against Marangoni number; data
obtained from SZ-4 space experiment, IML-2 and LMS missions.
Also plotted are the predictions from asymptotic theory and numerical solution.

Figure 7 Interference pattern of the temperature distribution
around a moving drop and its wake.
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ranged from 2.3 to 217.9 and from 98.04 to 9288[35],
respectively. The curve of the scaled velocity V/VYGB
versus Ma is shown in Figure 9.

REVIEW

increment of Marangoni number and the dimensionless
velocity V/VYGB gradually approaches its asymptotic
value 0.4 approximately when the Ma number reaches
up to a large value of 5500. The space experimental results agree with our theoretical predictions in general but
deviates distinctly from that given by Subramanian et al.

4 Experiment on bubbles migration and
interaction

Figure 8

Schematic of the experimental apparatus.

Figure 9

Scaled velocity versus Ma.

Several groups of experiment results were obtained
on bubble’s interaction[36]. The variations of the vertical
velocity and displacement with time are shown in Figure
10. The analysis of experiment results indicated that the
velocity of smaller bubble decreased when a large bubble was migrated over it, and this effect increased when
the size ratio of two bubbles was increased. The experiment data agreed with the theoretical prediction[37,38].
However, little effect on the larger bubble by the smaller
could be observed when the size ratio was larger than 2.
It is hard to observe the coalescence of the sphere
bubble with larger size on the ground experiment. The
process of two bubbles touch and coalescence is shown
in Figure 11. Radii of two bubbles were 6.7 mm and 5.0
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Studies of the bubble Marangoni migration also come
from linear YGB model[27] as mentioned above. The
research interests are not only limited in discipline of
single bubble migration but also in the interaction between many bubbles. The research purpose is to learn
the Marangoni migration of air bubble in silicon oil in
previous space experiments of single bubble migration.
In order to increase the Reynolds number and Marangoni number, the mediums of 50cSt[33] and 10cSt[34] silicon
oil were used. The bubble migration experiments had
been performed on board the China’s 22nd recovery satellite launched in 2005 to study the interaction between
dual bubbles and single bubble migration in the mean
time.
The test cell of space experiment is shown in Figure 8.
The test cell is composed of four optical glass walls and
two aluminum blocks at the top and the bottom. KF96L
5cSt silicone oil was used as the continuous phase medium in the space experiment. The inner dimensions of
rectangular test cavity were 70 mm high with the horizontal cross section of 40 mm × 40 mm. A piece of electric heating film and a Peltier element were respectively
placed at the top and the bottom surface to establish the
desired temperature gradient. In order to ensure a steady
applied temperature gradient, two PID temperature controllers were used to measure and maintain constant
temperatures at the top and the bottom. The temperature
field of continuous phase in the test cell was measured
by 4 thermocouples placed on the side wall from the top
to down ward. In order to control accurately the size of
injected bubbles, a cylinder and high precision Stepper-Mike actuators were used to control the injection
sequence and the volume of bubbles. The whole experiment process was grabbed by a CCD camera, and the
video signals were recorded in a VCR located in the recovery capsule. The maximum Marangoni number Ma
of bubble thermocapillary migration extended from
5789 in prior space experiment to 9288. The Re and Ma

Figure 10

Location of two bubble and migration velocities versus time. (a) Size ratio λ=1.89; (b) size ratio λ=3.24.

Figure 11 The process of bubble coalescence. (a) Initial position
of touch t=0 s; (b) position of coalescence t =22 s; (c) instant of
coalescence happening at t =27 s; (d) a new bubble after coalescence.

mm, respectively. The coalescence time from touch to
coalescence was 27 s. The relationship between bubble
size r1, r2 and coalescence time tcoal were obtained based
on the theoretical description of coalescence tendency
related to the chemical potential difference and analysis
of 19 data sets of space experiments[39,40].

found that the heat transfer was not affected by gravity,
even slightly enhanced in microgravity with no more
than 10% increase of the heat flux compared with those
in normal gravity. The absolute value of CHF (critical
heat flux) decreased slightly in microgravity, but its
scaling behavior might be predicted well by LienhardDhir model, although the value of the dimensionless
radius of the heater in the present case is far beyond the
initial application range of the model. The great difference between the scaling behaviors of CHF in the case
of variable size with constant gravity and those in the
case of variable gravity with constant size indicts that
Bond number is not the sole parameter to describe the
scaling behaviors of CHF in small Bond number.

5 Experiments on pool boiling
Boiling phenomenon has a wide range of applications
due to its high efficiency in heat transfer. In normal
gravity condition, the buoyancy force can dominate the
formation, growth and motions (including detaching,
sliding, coalescing and oscillating) of bubbles on and
near the heating surface, and thus the heat transfer from
the heated wall to the liquid, which will mask the interactions among the vapor, liquid, and solid phases and
the contribution of phase change, resulting in an obvious
empirical characteristic of our knowledge about the mechanism of boiling heat transfer.
A space experiment was carried out aboard China’s
22nd recoverable satellite (RS-22) in September 2005[41].
Figure 12 shows the enhanced factor of heat transfer of
nucleate pool boiling of R113 on platinum wire in microgravity. A series of experimental runs were also conducted in the Drop Tower Beijing/NMLC[42]. It was
4040

Figure 12

The enhanced factor of heat transfer in microgravity.

The bubble patterns are dramatically altered by the
variation of the acceleration (Figure 13). Tiny bubbles
are continually forming and growing on the surface before departing slowly from the wire when their sizes
exceed the first critical value. The bigger bubbles, however, can be found staying on the surface again when
their diameters are greater than the second critical value.
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If they grow further bigger than the third critical, departure will be observed again. It was also observed that the
bubbles move towards the heater in space experiment.
No model commonly used in the literature can predict
the whole observation. The reason may be that Marangoni effect was neglected in almost all models. A new
model was then proposed[43], in which all forces acted
on a growing bubble, including buoyancy, surface tension, viscous drag, inertial force, pressure gradient force
and Marangoni force were taken into account. Good
agreement with the observation is evident (Figure 14).

Figure 15

Boiling curves on a plate in different gravity.

increase of heat flux, and even great deterioration appeared in high heat flux. Furthermore, bubble behaviors
had direct effect on the characteristic of heat transfer[45].

Figure 13 Bubble behavior in pool boiling on wire in long-term
microgravity.

Figure 14

Force acting on a growing bubble in different gravity.

On the contrary, heat transfer on plate can be affected
strongly by gravity (Figure 15). The experiment was
performed aboard China’s recoverable satellite SJ-8 in
September, 2006. A plane plate heater was used. The
working fluid was FC-72. A quasi-steady heating method was adopted, in which the heating voltage was controlled as an exponential function with time[44]. A continuous curve in each run was obtained, which could
avoid the illegibility caused by the dispersal of data
points obtained using a steady heating method. Obvious
enhancement of heat transfer was observed in low heat
flux, while the enhancement was weakened with the

The mass transfer process purely induced by difference
of component concentration can be studied, and the diffusion coefficients can be measured precisely. Many
diffusion coefficients of binary solutions have been
measured and studied[46–49]. Among the related microgravity experiments, one was the space flight experiment “The Dynamics of Miscible Interfaces: A Space
Flight Experiment”, which was financed by NASA.
Another was “Diffusion and Soret Coefficients Measurement for Improvement of Oil Recovery” belonged to
“Microgravity application promotion” financed by ESA.
The mass transfer processes had not been observed in
real time in these two researches, and they had been
measured by analyzing the liquid components after the
space experiments. Rashidnia et al.[50] designed a set of
common-path interferometer, and some experiment results in normal gravity were obtained. The microgravity
research center of Germany designed a two-wavelength
Mach-Zehnder interferometer for the International Space
Station (ISS). We developed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to observe and measure the mass transfer
processes during the crystal growth on ground experiments[51–55]. The mass transfer process of a water droplet
in EAFP protein solution under microgravity condition
provided by the SJ-8 satellite was monitored for the first
time by a specially designed Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The facility on board the SJ-8 satellite was composed
of four substantive parts, namely the Mach-Zehnder in-
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6 Experiment of liquid/liquid diffusion
mass transfer

terferometer, the image capturing system, the optical
cells for holding diffusion liquid samples and the operation controlling system. The whole specially designed
interferometer system had stood the serious test during
the rocket launching and in the space environment. Diffusion process of a water droplet immersed in EAFP
protein solution with concentration of 10 mg/mL contained in a cell with dimensions of 6 mm6 mm1.5 mm
was observed. The space experiment lasted for 3.5 h and
the results were obtained, and very clear interference
fringes were obtained. Figure 16 gives a series of photos
of interference fringes taken at different time, which
clearly show a steady diffusion process. Figure 17 shows
the whole field concentration distribution at the time of
t = 1449.7 s calculated from the interference fringes.
The results demonstrate that the mass transfer in the microgravity environment is a pure diffusion process. The
concentration gradient concentrates at the water droplet
region, the concentration changes smoothly and gradually far from the water droplet. Based on the analysis of
the experiment data, the concentration distributions
along x direction, y direction, and R ( R  X 2  Y 2 )
direction at a fixed time are given in Figure 18. This
three figures show that the mass transfers in all directions arrive at the distance of 4 mm to the water droplet,
and the diffusion speeds are almost even. The average

Figure 17

Figure 18
4042

Figure 16 The interference fringes in space experiment (diffusion
process). (a) t = 304.5 s; (b) t = 548.7 s; (c) t = 906.0 s; (d) t =
1449.7 s.

diffusion coefficient was calculated as 2.0105 mm2/s.

7 Granular matter dynamics
Oscillation-driven granular motions in dense (when
mean free path is much less than the characteristic scale
of the system) and Knudsen regimes (when mean free
path is larger than the characteristic scale of the system)
are recorded and studied for the first time under microgravity in SJ-8 satellite. Recent progress also included
the theoretical studies on the possible transport and maneuver of granular materials in microgravity using the so
called “Maxwell’s demon” effect[54].
Velocity distribution is one of the fundamental concerns in equilibrium and non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. In order to establish a suitable statistical description of granular dynamics in granular gases, the
understanding of the distribution laws has been one of
the research focuses in the past decade. In the SJ-8 we

The concentration distribution at the time of t = 1449.7 s.

The concentration distribution in three directions. (a) x direction; (b) y direction; (c) R direction.
www.scichina.com | csb.scichina.com | www.springer.com/scp | www.springerlink.com

Figure 19 Cells used in SJ-8 experiment for video tracking of the
particle motion.

Microgravity environment provides an essential condition for direct study of the underlining mechanism of
granular behaviours such as cluster formation, nonGaussian velocity distribution and compartmentalization.
The results we obtained in Knudsen regime reveal the
mechanisms of density-induced gas-liquid like transition
in granular gases. The statistical data in velocity distribution of granular gases helps us to connect the microscopic random motion to the macroscopic group behaviour not only in granular systems but also in bio-

Figure 20

REVIEW

logical or chemical systems. It tells us that the dissipative systems are multi-scale, and there exists phase transition. Further studies have been planned for phase transition in granular gas and transport of granular materials
in microgravity[54–59].

8 Microgravity combustion experiments
Combustion research in the microgravity environment is
a vital component of microgravity science[60,61]. Groundbased facilities and numerical simulations served as the
main source of previous work in microgravity combustion studies in China. Two unique space experiments[62,63] designed and prepared by the combustion
researchers at the Institute of Mechanics and the Institute of Engineering Thermophysics, CAS respectively,
were carried out on board China’s recoverable satellite
SJ-8 in September 2006. These experiments were concerned with the smoldering characteristics of polyurethane foam and prefire characteristics of wire insulation,
respectively. The experimental studies provided valuable information for the practical application and fundamental research.
Smoldering is a non-flaming mode of combustion,
which occurs primarily in the interior of porous combustible materials[64,65]. It constitutes a significant fire
risk both in normal gravity and in the microgravity environment of an orbiting space facility. Since the smoldering reaction is very weak and the flow velocity inside
the solid fuel is relatively low, the buoyancy-induced
flow can strongly influence the processes of smoldering
combustion initiation, propagation and transition to
flaming. Conducted on board NASA’s space shuttles,
previous microgravity smoldering combustion experiments[66–68] were focused on the smolder configurations
of pure opposed flow (i.e. the reaction front propagates

Statistical analysis gives the velocity distributions of vx and vy in the quasi-2D granular cell for ten vibration modes.
Hu W R et al. Chinese Science Bulletin | November 2009 | vol. 54 | no. 22
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established a quasi-2D granular system and part of the
system is shown in Figure 19. The motions of the particles were recorded in ten different vibration modes for
two hours. By tracking the position of each particle in
every video frame, more than 30 thousand data points of
particle velocity in ten vibration modes were obtained.
The velocity data of four moving particles in the cell
shown in Figure 19 was analyzed and the distribution
function, as shown in Figure 20, in Knudsen regime was
found to be a non-Gaussian exponential decay, PDF(v)
 exp{[v/v0]}. Although non-Gaussian distribution was
observed in granular gases, the transverse velocity distribution in Knudsen regime was found to be non-Gaussian and number-density dependent, indicating that
finding a universal distribution law in driven granular
gas systems is more complicated than one expects.

opposing the oxidizer flow) or forward flow (i.e. the
reaction front propagates in the same direction as oxidizer flow). Combination of these two modes has not
been considered, although it is practically more important. Additionally, in these experiments ambient pressure
in the test section underwent a substantial increase
through the test, while the pressure effects on smoldering processes have not yet been understood. Smoldering
combustion experiments on board the SJ-8 satellite were
designed to investigate the smoldering mechanism of
flexible polyurethane foam with central ignition in a
forced flow of oxidizer[62]. This configuration resulted in
a combination of opposed and forward flow smolder.
The microgravity experiment is unique also in that it
was performed at constant pressure (absolute value ~ 97
kPa). The flight hardware of 50.5 kg total-weight
(shown in Figure 21) included two independent experimental modules used for two tests with oxygen
concentration of 21% and 35% by volume respectively.
The velocity of forced oxidizer flow was 3.1 mm/s in
both tests. The results showed that in the 21% O2 case,
the microgravity opposed flow smolder reaction was not
strong enough to progress through the foam sample and
eventually extinguished, whereas the forward smolder
propagated along the entire sample length. In the 35%
O2 case, both types of smolder reactions exhibited a
self-sustained propagation. As shown by the measured
temperature histories in Figure 22, there was a transition
from smoldering to flaming near the sample end in the
opposed smolder, and it seemed to be caused by the
strong acceleration of smoldering reaction. This transition served to initiate a vigorous, forward-propagating,
oxidation reaction in the char left behind by the smolder
reaction. The secondary char oxidation reaction propagated through the sample and consumed most of the

Figure 21 Flight assembly of smoldering combustion experiments
onboard Satellite SJ-8 (photographed before panels fitted).
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Figure 22 Temperature histories at several locations along the
foam sample for the opposed flow smolder (oxygen concentration
35%).

remaining char. The data obtained in microgravity experiments can be used for the verification and development of smolder theory. At the same time, the study
provides additional information of practical interest in
fire safety for manned spacecraft.
The overheating and subsequent burning of wire insulation is recognized as the main ignition source of fire
incidents aboard manned spacecraft. Thus the study on
fire initiation of wire insulation in microgravity can lead
to advances in fire prevention and detection. Using the
space shuttle or drop tower, some American and Japanese researchers have investigated the flame spreading
over wire insulation[69–72] in the microgravity environment. In these previous experiments, the wire was preheated and then ignited by an external igniter. The resulting data cannot be used to interpret the wire insulation damage caused by current overload in the microgravity environment. Particularly no information can be
obtained from these experiments about the precursors of
fire incidents. The microgravity experiments on board
the SJ-8 satellite were developed to study fire precursors
of wire insulations caused by overload[63]. The fire initiation characteristics of wire insulations, including the
temperature and radiation characteristics, were measured
in a quiescent atmosphere. The effects of overloaded
currents and wire coiled states on prefire characteristics
were also examined. The atmosphere pressure in the
experimental module was about 59 kPa. The polytetrafluoroethylene insulated silver-gilt copper wire was used
as the test sample. It was a wire cable of the astronautic
grade. The standard section area of the cable was 0.2
mm2, and the thickness of cable insulation was 0.1 mm.
The experiment results indicated that, since the natural
convection almost vanished and heat loss of the over-
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9 Space bio-fluid experiment
Under microgravity, the convection, sedimentation and

Figure 23 Temperature histories of wire insulations in micro- and
normal gravity with overloaded current of 10.2 A.

Figure 24 Temperature histories of single wire and coiled wire in
microgravity.
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hydrostatic pressure tend to disappear and the spherical
interface of gas-liquid appears randomly. Such the effects induce a significant change in mass transportation,
which affects the nutrient supplies and cellular metabolism. Cells tend to death gradually due to the lack of nutrient substances when their uptake rate is higher than
their diffusion rate, whereas the metabolic wastes are
packed at the vicinity of the cells to generate the cytotoxic effects when the uptake rate is lower than the diffusion rate. Some cells may not be supplied with sufficient nutrient substances when the culture chamber is
partially full of culture medium, while the exchanges of
gas and medium in a pressurized container are hard to
proceed manually in space when the medium is full. One
major strategy to solve the problems is to apply the
forced convection to distribute properly the nutrient
substances for cells growing in space[73–75]. Since shear
flow has been well known to affect the cellular responses[76–78], the impacts of both (micro-)gravity and
shear flow are coupled together. This brings up an important issue of how the cell growth and function are
regulated quantitatively under microgravity.
To address the issue, a novel concept was proposed
upon a bionic phenomenon of fish gill breathing where
blood flow in the arterioles that run into the filaments
and lamellae is counter-directional to water flow passing
the gills [79,80] . In this work, the two-way counter-directional flow and the semi-permeable membranes
were used (Figure 25). Numerical simulations indicated
that the impact of shear flow was negligible[73,74] (Figure
26). Using this counter sheet-flow sandwich cell culture
bioreactor, a payload experiment was conducted on the
recoverable satellite launched in August 2005, where a
trophoblastic tumor cell line (JAR) (ATCC, Rockville)
was employed for quantifying the cellular responses as
well as validating the availability of the hardware in
space. The cells were recovered after 4-day on-orbit experiment and cellular glucose consumption and hormone
secretion were compared with those for ground-based
samples. The results indicated that the hardware was
applicable to payload experiment and also made it possible to depress the negative impact of shear flow. It was
also found that the glucose consumption was reduced
and the hormone secretion was altered differentially for
space samples as compared with those for ground-based
samples. This work provided the new biomechanical
rationale for uniform nutrient supply and controllable
shear flow, which, in this regard, is advantageous to a
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loaded wire decreased notably in the microgravity environment, the temperature of the wire insulation increased continually. It might cause overheating of electric components and then result in fire. So the fire risks
of wire overload in the microgravity environment are
much more serious than those in normal gravity. Shown
in Figure 23 are the temperature histories of wire insulations with overloaded current of 10.2 A, where the data
in the microgravity environment are compared with
those from low-pressure function simulation experiments at normal gravity. In Figure 24, the temperature
histories of the single wire and coiled wire are plotted,
showing the effects of wire bundles on fire initiation in
the microgravity environment.

rotating space bioreactor. The open questions include:
(1) To elucidate the mechanisms from cell growth to cell
differentiation, apoptosis, adhesion and aggregation as
well as their molecular mechanisms under microgravity;
(2) To develop the micro-fabricated pattern-based bioreactor for single cell growth and the device for on-line
monitoring of cellular responses in space, and the
ground-based instrument for proper simulation of microgravity effect. These future studies will be crucial to
foster the cellular and tissue engineering and pharmaceutical engineering in space, to further understand the
direct and indirect impacts of (micro-)gravity, and to

Figure 25 Biomechanical concept of a novel counter sheet-flow
sandwich cell culture bioreactor. Oxygen uptake rate of blood from
water stream was 50% and 80% for a uni-directional (left) and a
[73,74]
.
counter-directional (right) flow, respectively

Figure 26 Distribution of shear rate at the median cross-section of
the bioreactor. Plotted are the velocity vectors valued by shear rate
(1/s). Only half of the flow field is shown upon geometric symme[73]
try .
1

propose the anti-microgravity measures for astronauts
via quantifying their physiological changes.

10 Prospect
Microgravity science is a frontier field of space science.
It studies many challenging subjects with breakthrough
in natural sciences, opens the application prospect for
high technology development both on the ground and in
space, and lays the foundation for manned explorations
in the deep space. A lot of important achievements in
microgravity research will be achieved with the normal
operation of International Space Station. New requirements for developing microgravity science will be put
forward by the National Manned Space Engineering
Program, especially the Space Station Program in China.
Studies of microgravity science have been gradually
arranged since the late 1980s. Space experiments of microgravity science have been completed by the arrangements of the Shen Zhou space ship program and recoverable satellite program in the last decade, and have
made encouraging progresses.
In the present paper, space experiment results related
to fluid science in the last decade in China are summarized. In fact, a lot of theoretical and experimental researches need to be completed before the start of space
experiment, and infrastructures for microgravity research have been founded gradually in China. The Chinese scientists have completed space experiments of life
sciences and biotechnology, space experiments of materials science. In addition, researches on fundamental
space physics are developing gradually. It can be expected that the research on microgravity science in China will have a splendid development in future, opportunities of space microgravity experiments will be increased, and the experimental resources will be more
perfect. Chinese scientists will make more important
contributions in the field of microgravity science.
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